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Targeted facilities and opportunity sites:
◦ Nystrom Elementary School
M i i C◦Maritime Center
◦ Nystrom Village (Housing)
Martin Luther King Jr (MLK) Park◦Martin Luther King Jr. (MLK) Park
◦MLK Community Center
Focused on building a “safe diverse andFocused on building a safe, diverse and 
thriving place” with full services including:
◦ Walkability for schoolchildreny
◦ Park and community facility accessibility 
◦ Variety of housing options
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Cultivate visionary leadership at all levels 
and agencies, and identify a “champion” 
to mobilize collective resources.
Create and formally adopt a shared 
vision for the collective future of urban 

it li ti d d tirevitalization and education. 
Maximize infrastructure 

dand resources. 
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Create formal agreements that hold the shared 
vision, articulate mutual accountability, and 
ensure sustainable collaboration.
Establish an interagency communicationsEstablish an interagency communications 
strategy that aligns internal communications, 
shared decision‐making, data systems.shared decision making, data systems. 
Provide social service support 
systems that are aligned to y g
educational needs and 
opportunities. 
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Prepare all students for college and careers.
Engage children and youth in policymaking and 
planning for neighborhood revitalization.
C di i lCoordinate a consistent external 
communications strategy to the public. 
Incorporate ongoingIncorporate ongoing 
research and assessment 
for constant improvementfor constant improvement. 
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I diImmediate
◦ Temporary displacement of organizations 

and other users of renovated facilitiesand other users of renovated facilities
◦ What to do with the MLK center
◦ Economic situationEconomic situation
Longer-term
◦ How to withstand personnel p

turnover while maintaining 
institutional stability
M i t i i t k h ld b i◦ Maintaining stakeholder buy-in
◦ Increasing community awareness 

of NURVEof NURVE
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Institutionalize use of the community 
feedback repository as a way of 

l i l devaluating current proposals and 
designing new ones.

Plan for the continued coordination 
and involvement of stakeholdersand involvement of stakeholders 
beyond the renovation 
completion includingcompletion, including 
youth input.
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Document the NURVE process to 
create a formulaic model that can be 
adapted to other projects.
Continue to pursue partnerships that 
will further benefit the NURVE project.
Formalize post-construction plan.p p
Establish metrics for project 
effectiveness and procedures p
to address unanticipated 

challengeschallenges.
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Fi li h ll i f iFinalize the collection of community 
feedback into a master repository.
C ti t li it itContinue to solicit community 
feedback so it’s not lost in process.
Collect information from eachCollect information from each 
stakeholder about their involvement in 
NURVE and the overall processNURVE and the overall process.
Formalize goals, strategies 
and performance metricsand performance metrics 
for the 5 Action teams.
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